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Technical data 

VERSO Design: ADP 

Product: CHAIR ON SLED IN MESH 
 
Verso is a chair for visitors, adapted to different context, perfect in 
situations that require a seat with personality: for meeting rooms and 
welcome spaces. An essential chair with the highest level performances: 
comfort and ergonomics, designed for working environments always 
careful to services. 
In the mesh version a distinguishing element is the breathability of the 
backrest and of the seat thanks to the stretch network that covers the 
bearing structure. The base is a chromed Steel or black painted sled. 
Available in version with or without arms, both with stacking variants. 
 
 
TECHNICAL FEATURES 

Structure: structure in high resistance Steel, black pianted or chromed. 
 

Backrest/seat: Black Trevira Cs support base with flexible inner rubber 
pad. 

Armrests: closed arms in black integral Polyurethane with metal core. 
 
 
FINISHES 
Upholstery: «Comfort» black mesh (55% Polyester- 45% Polyamide). 
Structure: black painted Steel (standard), chromed Steel. 
 
 
CERTIFICATIONS 
The VERSO chair has exceeded the strictest tests and offers full guarantees 
on the quality of used materials. VERSO has obtained the conformity 
attestation to the laws in force about waiting chairs. 
In conformity to: 
UNI EN 1022 Seating stability 
UNI EN 13761 Dimensions and safety requirements for visitor chairs 
UNI EN 1728 Mechanical strenght and durability 
 

VERSO, chair in mesh on sled without armrests. 

VERSO, chair in mesh on sled with armrests. 
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Technical data 

VERSO Design: ADP 

Product: QUILTED CHAIR ON SLED 
 
Verso is a chair for visitors, adapted to different context, perfect in 
situations that require a seat with personality: for meeting rooms and 
welcome spaces. An essential chair with the highest level performances: 
comfort and ergonomics, designed for working environments always 
careful to services. 
Also available in quilted version.  
The base is a chromed Steel or black painted sled.  
Available in version with or without arms, both with stacking variants. 
 
 
TECHNICAL FEATURES 

Structure: structure in high resistance Steel, black powder coated or 
chromed. 
 
Backrest/seat: Elastic straps to support the leather or fabric pair 
upholstery. 

Armrests:  closed arms in black integral Polyurethane with metal core. 
 
 
VERSIONS 
Verso quilted with entire shell. 
 
 
FINISHES 
Upholstery: Smart Office - Fabric cat. B, F, G, L, Leather and Extra Leather. 
Structure: black powder coated Steel (standard), chromed Steel. 
 
 
CERTIFICATIONS 
The VERSO chair has exceeded the strictest tests and offers full guarantees 
on the quality of used materials. VERSO has obtained the conformity 
attestation to the laws in force about waiting chairs. 
In conformity to: 
UNI EN 1022 Seating stability 
UNI EN 13761 Dimensions and safety requirements for visitor chairs 
UNI EN 1728 Mechanical strenght and durability 
 

VERSO, entire quilted chair on sled without armrests. 

VERSO, entire quilted chair on sled with armrests. 


